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THE DYNAMICAL THEORY OF THE TIDES IN A POLAR BASIN

By G. R. GOLD8BROUGH.

[Read December 11th, 1913.-Received Ma.rch 1st, 1914.]

1. Int'roductory.

THE problem here attacked is that of finding the tidal oscillations on a
rotating globe in an ocean which is bounded by parallels of latitude. In
this paper the case examined is that of a polar basin, so that only one
boundary is to be considered. A similar analysis, however, can be applied
to the double boundary problem-the zonal sea. In a further paper I
intend to give the results of the latter case.

The only complete solution of a tidal problem hitherto found is that of
Hongh * for the case of an ocean wholly covering a rotating globe. His
results are in the form of series of spherical surfaceharmonics, and, in
consequence, it is possible to include the effects of the self-attraction
of the water particles. Poincare t and Love t have suggested the use
of the method of Ritz for the determination of tides in restricted basins;
and Poincare § has also mentioned the possible application of Fredholm’8
integral equation method to these problems. Previously Kelvin Ii had
indicated a direct method of 따tacking the simpler problem of the tides
in a zonal sea. Upon his method the following analysis is based. The
form in which his results were left was such that it was almost impossible
to make a numerical discussion of them; so that several alterations,
suggested by Hough’s work , have been made in the following paper.
Since series of powers of cosines of the latitude are used, it is not possible
to include the self-attraction. But the effects of the latter appear to
be small , except in the vicinity of a coincidence of free and forced
oscillations. The final results show that such an event cannot occur

., Phil. Trans. , A, t. 189 , p. 201, and t. 191 , p. 139.
t Lefons de Mec. Gel. , t. III, p. 297.
t Proceedings of F단'th Inter. ι’ongress of Math. (1912) , Vol. II.

§ Gottinger Vortrii.ge {191O) ; Le~ons ， t. III, p. 233.
II Phil. Mag. , 1875.
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in basins of the dimensions considered; and hence the results without the
self-attraction will represent well the complete expressions.

:My thanks are due to Dr. T. H. Havelock for much useful advice and
encouragement, and to Dr. Bromwich for many serviceable hints and
comments.

2. The Eqμations of jlfotion.

Consider an ocean of uniform depth covering a rotating globe of
negligible ellipticity, and bounded, if at all , by parallels of latitude.
We shall principally discuss the case where the ocean includes one of
the poles.

Let e= co-latitude of a point on the surface;

φ = the longitude, reckoned east"’ard;

μ = the southward component of velocity;

v = the eastward component of velocity;

ω = the angular velocity of the earth’s rotation;

α = the mean radius of the earth;

h = the uniform depth of the ocean;

t = the tide height, reckoned above the free surface;

and t== 똥 , where n is the tide-producing potential

theThen, subject to
oscillations are *

certain approximations, equations for the tidal

(1)
n - - |짧+ 2ω cos e =-•- 흐 (t - t) ra sin (J cφ l

ot _ h (0 fA' ~;~ tl\ I cvl I
~: = - ~ ~ ;/1 {-llsin ())+ ;~. i- I
라 - α sin (J 1oe \"" D~U VII 0φ) )

앓- 2ωv cos (J = - 용 옳 (t- "[)

t has the general fOrIn HsP; (cos (J) cos (σ t+ sφ+€) ， where P; is a spherical
surface harmonic of rank s and order 2. For the three species of tides,
s tal~es the values 0, 1, 2; and _for each of these σ hae several values. t

흩 Lamb, Hydrodynmn-ics, p. 314.
t Ibid. , pp. 342, 343. For details as to the various values of (1', see Darwin, Scieηt핸c

Papers, Vol. I , pp. 20-25.
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we find

Assume t cc COB (σt+sφ+히，

% 야 sin (Iσt+sφ+E) ，

v a: cos (σ t+sφ+E).

Substitute in equations (I) and solve for u and v. On putting

鐵 =j2， 펠 = m，

_ _ /1 "1 _2\ d~ ’ 、!(1 - 112) t ’
μ . 4mif- l+ 112) =-ψ(1-꺼 -; -2ωs

tιII V

v.4m (j2-1+112) = - 2ω (1 - 112) 짧’ -빨’

-야--옳단(1-염)옳ω II)-SV]

(2)

where we have changed the variable e into II, = sin 8.
On eliminating u and V , we have , finally, putting

β 4삶a2
,"_. ",--;:::=갯E- , t ’ =t-t·

r-II、1(1 -꺼캘ζ s ‘1(1- 112) t ’1l dll f l
βtll = ν(1-vg) - L 1

v L 12- 1+션 」

훈 (1 -감) 렇 + ~픔，
+ J ,, ;vy· 9 y • (3)

For the free oscillations, which we discuss first , ~ = 0 , and t ’ is re
placed by t.

If we suitably rearrange (3) for discussion, we find

헌f -~~r 염-1+ &2(1-꺼]11(1-강) 죄 --l a lL"V
.&.. _r-l+v2J

r S ,S 211(1-검) :;2 I D 1 .L"2 "1 I 2\1-t l- v+ - + - +βv램-1+ 112) I= 0. (4)Lj ", j (j2_1+v2) I II I I"yv .&.. v I J

The coefficients show singularities at

(i) /2-1+v2 = 0, or II = ±νl-j'l.，

(ii) 1_112 = 0, or II = ± 1,
(iii) II = 0,

and (iv) II = ∞ .
SER. 2. VOL. 14. NO. 1223. D
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With regard to (i), f is unknown. It manifestly depends upon the
depth of the sea and the extent of the basin. Moreover, for the same
dimensions of the basin, f has an ir펴nity of values. It is impossible,
therefore, to treat this singularity as the others. But, on examination,
it appears that there is no singularity at all at the points 1/ + νE구받

Or, rather, there is a special arrangement of the terms in the equation
which prevents infinities occurring at these points.

When .f- l+ν，2 = 0,

투= + cos 8.
~W

If we take equations (1) and remove the time-and-Iongitude factor, the
first pair present the form

crlt-2ωv cos 8 =-요 뾰)
-- α de Ir. (5)

-σv+ 2ωu cos 8=織t )

On putting σ =2ω cos e in these, we .find

g d~
σ(μ-η) = _2.- ~~de ’

-σ(v-μ) = 넓김 t

That is ,

or

떨 .J..퍼효--(\de I sin 8 - '"'

2\ dtν(1- 1/:.!) 값 +첼 =0

Hence, when the denominators of the fractions in (3) vanish, the
numerators do also; while the value of the fraction in such a case is
a .fin ite quantity-viz., μ in the .fir st and v in the second. Exactly
the same happens when σ =-2ω cos e. Hence this appearance of a
singularity may be disregarded.*

Proceeding to (ii) we remark that, in the problem under consideration,
ι is always positive. Hence, disregarding the singularity JI = -1 , we

:II< See Poincare, Le~oηs de lt[，깅c . Cdes/e, t. III, pp. 141 , 142. The points" = 土 -vI(l - j2)
ara. of course, “ apparent singularitieF ."
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~ = (v-l)d[A o+A1(v-l)+A 2(v-l)2+ ...J.
proceed to find a solution of (4) valid in the vicinity v = 1.
purpose let

The indicial equation is

For this

gIvIng

a (a-I) +항 =0,

a =0, 끊.

and

Hence the solutions suggested are of the character

~ = A o+A1(v-l)+A2(v-l)2+ ...,
~ = (v-I)! {Bo+B1(v-l)+B2(v-l)!:l+ ... }.

(6)

(7)

UBuaHy the solutions are convergent in the vicinity of the singula꾀ty.

But it is evident that, unless the coefficients in (7) have special va.lues,
d~
d~ will have an infinityat v = 1.

For case (iii) the indicial equation is

a (a-l)+a-s2 = 0,

whence a = +s.

The solutions indicated are then of the character

and

~ = VS {Ao+A1v 十A2v
2
+ ;.,

~ = v-s {Bo+B1v+B2v
2+ :-.

(8)

(9)

In the case of the tides of first species (symmetrical oscillations) s = o.
The indicial equation has then equal roots, a = o. The two solutions
are then*

and

~ = [va. {A o+A1v+A2v
2+ ... }Ju=o,

~=[옳 :vd(Ao+AlV+A2V2+ ... )]- Jd=O

The latter may be written

~ = logv[Ao+A1v+A2v
2+ ]u=o

+[옳 (A o+A1v+A2v
2+

)Ja.=o

This solution, owing to the presence of the logarithm, has a. singularity

'" See Forsyth, Theory of D행e'reηtial Equations, γ01. IV, p. 93.

D 2
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at v = o. The solution (9) likewise becomes infinite there.· Hence they
are useless in considering a basin including the pole, though they would
be of value in the case of a zonal aea. Solutions (6) and (7) are finite at
v = 1; so th와 it may be concluded that (8) is convergent from v == 0

up to and in빼퍼nc떼c이lu빼1

g밍ingu띠1괴l뼈a’，r다it띤y a삶t v = 1, we must investigate fully the convergence of the :fir st
derivative. t

Proceeding to find the relation between the coefficients in the series (8)

from equation (8), it will be found advisable to break up the equation by
the introduction of an auxiliary quantity X.

Let v 짧 +츄t’ =Xσ2_ 1+v2) (10)

Then (3) becomes

2\ dX
βf2v2t= -f2v(1-v ) RJ- +f2v2X+ 하(l -v2) X+s2[’. (11)

From the form of solution indicated in (8), we assume

i ’ = ~A ，나，&+ 7ι，

~ - ~ Bnvs+ n,

and 삼V
C∞

Z
o

-X

whence s= t'+( == ~ (A ,‘+ B ’‘)vs
+

n
•

From (10), on substituting and equating coefficients,

Aι = ((2- 1)ι+/~π-2 , (12)
η+s+sI1

and, from (11) ,

βlf'"' (.A n -2+Bι-2) -s2An = ~ -f2(11，+s)+얄 } On

+ {f2(n+s-l)-하}O짜-2 . (13)

• Thetreatment ofthis solution, since s is an integer, would require to be carried out in
a similar manner to the analogous solutionof Bessel’s equation. ~ee F’orsyth, Them‘Y of
Differential Eqμations， Vol. IV , p.10l.

t I am indebted to Dr. Bromwich for drawing my attention to this fact.
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It is simplest, though less convenient afterwards, to eliminate A
between (12) and (13). The result is the general relation

C n(2s+찌

까 11，+ s+ sl/

f β (f2- 1) _ I (n+s)2 l+Gn - 2 i - ,..,~J I ，~' 1 1' + ",V I ~' 110- 1 (l n-2+s+s/f I n+!)+slf ... )

-0π-4 까 셔 I /10 = β . Bn- 2 •

In (14) put 11, == O. Then

O. Co == 0 or Go is arbitrary.

Again , put n == 1, and we find

(2s+1) -C1 .. '7"v _ " ~111" == 0, or 01 == O.1+S+8// -, ~

It follows that the series is one of e'ven powers of 11 only, factored
by ,/'; the odd coefficients all vanish. Indiscussing the solutions of (14)
three cases, s == 0, 1, 2, must be mentioned. For s == 0 there exist

Bo == 흉Ho， and B 2 == -Ho•

For .~ == 2 there exists B o == H 2 only.
In the other case, s == 1 , a different form must be given to the

equations owing to the fact that the tide-producing potential is

~ == HIliν(1-ν2).

This case is examined separately further on.
'Ve will discuss (14) , leaving s general, though baving more in mind

the value 8 == 2, as it is obvious that the simpler case s == 0 can, by
a slight readjustment of quantities, be made to fall within the same
analysis.

Let

L". == ~ β (/2- 1) (n+2+s)2 1 n+2+s+slf
ι - ln+s+sκ- η+ 2+ s十sf+1 t (ll+2)(%+2+앓)

]}[",. == β (n+4+s+ s!.f) l
~ • (15)

· ‘ I ,..,. 、 (n+2+s+s//) f

2+s+slf == KG
βBo a In l a -、 = Kvo
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Equations (14) then become

and thenceforward

(K+Lo) 00+02 == 0 'I

MoOo+Lg02+04 == 0 (

JYIn- 2071,-2+ L nOn+0 71,+2 == 0 J

(16)

In equations (16), when K = 0, f is unknown. When 1 is given, K,
which determines 00, is unknown. Hence they embrace both the free
and the forced oscillations. In addition, the quantities 0 must satisfy the
boundary condition. If we suppose the basin we are dealing with bounded
by a parallel of latitude v = V1 we must have there

μ =0,

that is, ~OnV~+n = 0.* (17)

When the ocean covers the whole globe, this equation is replaced
by the condition that t and μ are both 화nite when 1/ == 1.

Consider the convergence of the series defined by the last equation
in (16). It is to be noted that we know nothing of the magnitude of f; it
may even be negative. Fronl (16) we have

Cη+2 _ T

Cπ - μn OnjOn-2

=~- β(j2_ 1) + (n+2+s? -ll n+2+s+slf
l n+s+slf I n+2+s+s11 ~ J (n+2)(n+2十2s)

β (n+2+s+s/.f) 1
-(η+2) (n+2+2s) (n十S十 sjj) 0π1071，- 2

It is obvious that in the limit 0π+ 2/0n tends either to unity or zero.
More exactly, if On/On-2 is not a small q뻐ntity， whatever finite vahle f
may have, for values of n su퍼ciently large, we may write

0""+2/0π =1+끊 +줬 ,

where ω''II. is less than a fixed finite number.

Hence the series ~On v8+n is only convergent so long as IJI I< 1.

흩 The quantity X or ~C’‘ ", ' . 11 is a simple multiple of the velocity μ ， as is seen by refer
ence to (2) and (10).
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Consequently, in order that the series may be valid at the point ν = 1,
I (or K) in (16) nlust be so determined that

T 0 11,+ 2 ".._..
j!~:n On -"

That is , I (or κ) must be a solution of the convergent infinite continued
fraction

·
펴

1없M씩
-Tr

Ma
-TK
i

M써
-r
K

ι

L+K=0
(18)

In this case the series ~Cnv'H8 is valid over the whole globe. But the
application of (18) prevents the inclusion of any boundary condition.

If any other va빼tendsto unity as 11, increases. Hence the series ~C，나/’+n is not valid at

II = 1. Consequently the polar basin for which our series give the tide
heights cannot include the equator. For seas including the equator, but
not the pole, series in powers of μ ， - ν (1- 112) ， are appropriate.

The series we have c1iscllE1 sed is , of course, ~ CnllS+ ’‘, and not ~AnvS+\

the former being used because of the simplicityof the relation between the
coefficients. But there has, as yet, appeared no case in which the series
was convergent and its derivative divergent at v = 1, as was
anticipated. Yet, if ~ CnvH n is 따)solutely convergent then, from (12),
~A애s+n and its derivative are also convergent within the same circle of
convergence. It may be that, owing to a lack of knowledge of the
value of I , and a consequent lack of delicacy in the tests, or owing to
the relation (12) masking some point.,- no indication of the expected
result has appeared. One case, however, is interesting. For the
luni-solar semi-diurnal tide I is rigorously unity and s = 2. Hence,
from (12)

A 관二프-
n -11,+4.

111,2+ 311,\ ~ 8
Also , from (14), nCn- ( .V..수 ~~' V ) Cn-2十 .. r-; ."l Cn-4 = 0,

π \ 11,+4} Y' n - :.l I 11,+ μ

or 11,(n+6) An-n (n+3)Aη-2十βAπ-4 = o.

From this
I A _ 11,+ 3 β 1

An.lA π_ C) - . ~- -.--,
/.L.L n- :! - 11， 十 6 n(n+n) Aπ- 2/An-4·
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Hence, if Aπ-2/A n- 4 is not small, the limiting form of A n/A n-2 is

3-”“

아샘
-
빼

This is identical with the limiting fornl of the ratio of the coefficients
of lin and vn - 2 ill the expansion of (l-;)~. Hence the terms of the series
~Anvn+s become ultimately comparable with those of (I-v)융， so that we
may write t’ == L +lrf (1_.,2)!,

whet'e L and !If are functions of v that do not vanish when v == 1. In this
~.<;.，

case clearly" is finite at ‘’ == 1, but암 h뼈H1뼈‘“u.s써s a뻐n i빼n폐1펴fini빠l피따i뼈tyπther밍reo
Oll

The series are all undoubtedly convergent with their first derivatives
so long as II < 1. For the future we restrict ourselves to the condition
that the basin shall not inch띠e 110 1' extend up to the equator.

In seeking the solution for a polar basin we have to solve the equations

Coyf+C2V:+2+C4Yi+4+--- = o j

(K+L o) 00+다 == 0 I,

lJln一 2 0n-2+Ln Cn+ On+ 2 == 0 ....

(19)

First consider a finite number of unknown quantities, say (1"+ 1).
That is , suppose we can find a solution of the original differential
equations by giving proper values to 0 0, O2, ... , 02r' If we suppose
f (or K) known , we have only to express in terms of Co the reIlluining

r quantities O. For this purpose we require l' equations only, viz. , the
following :-

Oollf+02l!~+2+04l1，~+4+ ... + 02，'J/~+2j’ == O!

(K+Lo)OO+02 == 0 I
J.110 0。十L2 02十따 == 0 ;-. (2m

JJI21'- 602r-6+L 2r- 402r-4+0.21' - 2 == 0

* Cf. Lamb , p. 325.
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On solving these in the usual way, we have

c。 ÷ | vf+2 v3+4 년+6

1 0 0 ..................
L 2 1 0 ..............••..

M 'J L 4 1 ..............•...

s+2r
VI-

o
o
o

o 0

=-02 + '···1
= 0 4 + '·'·1

JI2r- 6 L 2i‘ - 4 1 0

I/sl+2 ysl+4 .................. y‘ Sl + 2r - 2

1 0 .................. 0

L 2 1 .•..........•..... 0

M2 L 4 .........••.•..... 0

= 02r(-1)r + I vf

K+L。

M。

0

O

o 0 0... 1112r-6 L 2r - 4 1

Hence, if we write the determinant associated with 02r as D2r, we have

(-1)r.021< . 강+2r = C oD 2r•

Now the original differential equations can only be satisfied by an
infinite series, and, further, since the series ~C21·JllS+2i· converges, we have
as a necessary consequence

L C21·J/~+21· = O.
1'-→-∞

Hence we must have L D21‘ =0.
r~∞

This is the equation that determines the possible values of f (or K) for a
given boundary. Written in ex tenso it is

1 y 。‘ v 4l v 61 y8l .. 1 =0. (21)
1

K+L。 0 0 0

M。 L 2 1 0 0

0 M2 L 4 1 0

0 0 Jf4 L 6 1
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In calculating the value of this determinant, we may use the sequence

o = 1 -(K+Lo)A2 - ]J,I oA4•

~2 = 퍼- L 2A4 -111gd6,

An =간- L nAn+ 2 -l1Ln dπ+ 4 ;

where An represents the determinant beginning

ν” vr+2 yr+4

L n 1 0

11I1/. L I1 + 2 1

(22)

In order that this determinant may be used at all 'we must show that~

for a given finite value of j , it converges. The object will then be to find
out for what value of f it converges to zero.

From (15) it is easily seen that IL n I< 1 for suf퍼fie떠ie때nπt비ly large va’.Iu
o야f n , and t뼈ha따t 111’n is a sm뻐a떼떼II f삼ra없cπt마ion. Hence

IAnl<ν.1L I 1 y 91 y 41 ••• I'

1 1 0

AIn 1 1

o Mn +2 1

if, on expanding, we replace the usual minus signs by pIns. From this,

-| Avτl‘「l < 1+vq?i+v‘t‘ l’I~’‘ 1 1 0

M1

‘
1 1

o M까+2 1

+v~ 11 1 0 이+ ....

JJ11

‘
1 1 0

o JJln +2 1 1

0 o J1£n+4 1
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Or, 벨 < 1+Jli+JI~(1+파)+ JI~ ( l +M:π+Mn+2)

+얘(1十Mπ+ 1l'I n +2+~fnH+]Yf:πMn+4)

+...,
<1+얘+년(1 + 11[1')

+얘(l+Mn)(I+ 1vlη+ 2)

+얘 (1+ Mn)(1+ M n +2) (1+ M n H )

+....
The ratio of the (p +1)-th tenn to the p- th of this last series is

껴 (1+~In+째-6) ，

i.e. , 년 ~ 1+ β (nT_2p-2_+ s+ ，t; /j) 1
l - I (η+ 2p + 2)(n+21> - 2+2s)(n+2])- 4+ s+s /f) )

(28)

i.e. , < 1, after some fixed value of s, since 11< 1.

[d1ι l
꽃 is les8 than the sum of an absolutely convergent series,

and 80 has a finite value. It follows at once that the original determinant
on the left-hand side of (21) has a finite value for 且nite values of f.

Again, the series in (28) decreases in sum as n increases, since each
1

coefficient decreases. The limit is ~. Also the factor IIπ decreases to
1-채 .

zero as n increases. Hence the series ~2' ~4' ••• , ~2r ultimately decreases
to zero in the manner of a geometrical progression.

In the case of the tides of the second species (8 = 1), the form of the
tide-producing potential suggests the substitution

t ’ = ‘1(1- 1I
2

) Z’,

~== 、1(1 -녕) Z,

t= ν(I -v까 Z.

Equations (2) then give , for the velocities,

(，~ 0 , d상 0 ’ )
u.4m <.r - 1 + v2

) =-σ ~ (1_112
) u_: -liZ ’+ 꼼 (1 -염) - }l ,- r / dv σ j

V.41짧-1+ Jl2) =-ν(1-펙2ω(1펴짧-2ψ
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And in place of (3) we have

βz ν--뿔(1-감)렬펀편z’]

1_11
2 dz’ liZ’ . z’--- ------

十 f dll 1 I V

12 - 1 + v2
(25)

The coefficients in (25) have singularities at II = 0 and 11 = ± 1. The
indicial equation corresponding to a solution in the vicinity of v = 0, is

-a (a-l)-a+l = 0;

whence a = +1. (26)

Corresponding to 11 = + 1 (11= - 1 cannot appear in the problem) ,we have

whence

2a(a-l)+3a = 0;

a=O, -융.

These results might have been inferred, of course, from the results
found previously. It seems probable that a discontinuity in the series
will occur at II = 1.

Let
1-112

11(1_112)값 -v2
Z’+才.!:..... Z ' = Xif-l+lI:꺼 . (27)

Equation (25) then becomes
0". 0 dX 。

‘f2βZll2 =- 강Zf2v+fX+z’ ·

As before, assume as a solution in the vicinity of II = 0,

z’ = ~An lJπ，

。。

z= LB ", II'71’,

(28)

and x= ~ Cn 1l’‘.

On substituting and equating coefficients, (28) gives

Cn(j- r n) =l2β . Aπ-2-Aπ+.r.β . Bn-2•
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Similarly (27) gives

An한+춧) -Aπ- 2 (η-1+ 추) = (r - 1) 0"+0"-2

Whence, on eliminating °between these two equ따ions and reducing, the
result is

Aη十A n-2랙-1) β - (%-f)(%+품1휠二π
l ; -n ; -(n-2) ).- -

+An - 4 1

β 월-%
숫
-(n-2) … i

=-웹)β
B n - 2 -

(원n) β
B n - 4

(J션- 1) {츰 -(n-2)
(29)

An/An - 2 = 1- 융 +랬 ·

The convergence of the series determined by (29) is discussed in the
same manner as before.

An/An까 J- σ2- 1) β + (%-2) (%- 1)r렐혈
\

11，-
훈

(11，- 2)- 훈 ) “

β(η- 츄) -과
(12. + 2 - 츄) <n2- 1) Aπ- 2/A n-4

It is possible, as in the last case, for A n / A 1&- 2 to converge to zero. In
the other case, when An-2/Aπ-4 is not small, for su:멈ciently large values
-of η ，

Hence the series ~A씨‘ is convergent only so long as Iv 1< 1.
Equation (18) gives one type of free oscillations for the case where the

ocean covers the whole globe; but, as is well knowD)· there are two types,

«< Hough, loe. cit.
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characterized by symmetry or asymmetry with regard to the equator.
Let us find an equation for the other set.

The original differential equations (2) and (8) may be satisfied by a
solution of the form

t’ =ν (1-v2)z’, ...,

where z’ is a series of powers of v.

On making such a substitution, we find

( 11 2\ dz ’ , )
u.4mσ~- I+v2) =- σ t(I-v2)공 -vz' J-2ω8 (I-v2) τ -

ν 4m함-1十V커 =-2ω {(1-v2)훌짧 -vν(I - v2씬 -혈ν(I - v~ z',

β21/ = -옳 [v (I -꺼웰펀’컸1-꺼좋Z’]

흔 (1 -앙) 련 -표 vZ ’+ E3z’+ f \~ "I :!,V .f v
(lSa)

The equation (ISa) has apparent singularities at v = + 、1(1 -12) ， and real
singula피ties at II = ± 1, v == 0.

At v == 0, the indices are ± s.
Hence we may expect to find a solution in the vicinity of II == 0, of the

type
z’ == ~ Anvs+ n. (ISb)

The solution involving the second index, -8, includes a logarithm,
and hence is infinite at the pole.

On substituting the value (ISb) in (ISa) in thesame manner as was
done previously we arrive at the relation, for free oscillations,

A 헌+2%S +Aη-2 ~ ~(12_I)- (n+8-I)(n+s-2)-꾀t ~
ηη+ s-s/I I "~n-~ t n+8-s/1 n-2+s-s/1 J

+Aη- β
4 n-2+s-s1 ’

(I8c)

Equation (29) is included in this as a special case (8 == 1). The
corresponding alternative for the tides of the second species is found
by putting 8 == 1 in (14).
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Equation (18c) differs but little in form from (14); but it is easy
to verify that it provides the oscillations omitted in (14). In the case of

2_2
no rota빼， the frequency is given by찮 =n(써) ， where n m매 take

any integral value.
Putting ω = 0 in (lSc) and (14), it is obvious that the frequencies are

given by

윤철 = (n+s)(n+s-1)
gh

in the first case, and by 담gf = (%+s-1)(?l+s-2)
gh

These
whole

in the second case; where s = 0 or 2, and n is any eveη integer.•
two statements each supply the other’s deficit and complete the
series of frequencies.

Hence (18c) , with a corresponding boundary condition, will give a new
set of free oscillations in the same manner as those already indica.ted.
The series defined by (18c) is subject to the same limitations as that
defined by (14), and hence the free oscillations for the ocean covering
the whole globe will be given by an infinite continued fraction of the same
type as (18), and for which the quantities Land JJ[ are given in (lSc).

As, however, these types of motion have no relation to those excited
by the tide-producing potential, their interest is much diminished, and I
have not proposed to pay them any further attention.

If equation (18α) be taken and reduced so as to express oscillations in
a plane circular sea, by putting 1/ =꾀α and nlaking α infinite, we find

울 옳G쫓]+ {σ2_1)뀔-펴 } z’ --σ2_1)斷，
L μ 」 ‘ an x

which is the familiar form of the equ따ion. It is noteworthy th따 (3)
reduces to precisely the same form. The two sets of oscill빠ions

apparently merge into one another as the basin narrows, and finally
present only one solution, of the form

z = J,(KX), 감= (f- l)짧

훌 The circumstance s = 0, n = 2 in (14) is discussed later.
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The two classes of oscillations in the general case have the forms

。。

~ Anvn+s ,
’t= O

and 、/(I -v2) ~ Bnv"'+S .

Since each of the series converges at the equator (v == 1), the tide
height for the second set of oscillations will vanish there, while that of
the first will not. This affords a distinction between the two types when
expressed in terms of v.

3. Tides of the First Species.

The tides of the first species are determined from the previous formulre
by putting s = o. From (14) we have

together with

(βif- I) )
nOπ+Cn-2 1 “ -(11,- 1) r +Cn- 4 __ fJ 0 = -더 . Bn-2 ;l n-2 v- -/)

Aπ = (f2-1) Cη+C1t- 2 •
n

(30)

(81)

These equations are not satisfactory when n = 0 or 2. From the first
when n = 0, we have

0.00 == 0, or Co is arbitrary.

But, from (31), A o =땅]1)다 ，

an infinite quantity.

In place of the arbitrary Co, choose A o, which is such th빠

πA%=땀-1) 0η， when π is zero.

Then, from (30), when η =2,

202+βAo == 0, or - (3B o'

according as the oscillations are free or forced.

(82)

(33)
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The rei빠ion (32) requires that Co should be zero. Hence, when
11, = 4, the condition is

4°4+°2 (β ((2- 1) 3) = 0 β\ ' "0 -, - 3) = 0, or -β'B2• (34)

After these values of 11" the relation (30) holds good. The boundary
condition is simply ~ On Il~ = o.

The determinant for free oscillations is

1 v21
4 v61 p 81 ad inf.1 = 0 ; (35)VI ...

L 2 1 0 0 0

M2 L 4 1 0 0

0 M4 L 6 1 0

0 0 M6 La 1

where L
n
=β(j2- 1) _ 11,+ 1

n(n+2) n+2 ’

M’‘ - β(n+2)(n+4)

In attempting to find the roots of this equation we may take as a rough
approximation to the first root the value given by putting all the powers of
VI above the second equal to zero. That is

Ln= 4.
Vi

(36)

Another approximation may be obtained from the original differential
equation (3).

Putting 8 = 0, it becomes

ν(1 - v2) d rvν(1-112) d힌

킴 LF- 1+% 킴J+/3~ = 0

If we put V = x/a, and then make α indefinitely great, the equation
becomes

nv---rs싫
-
，
뼈
u

U
μ
v

+짧
뼈

zd
-
-
았

1-z

SER. 2. VOL. 14. NO. 1224. R
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The solution of this is

l\I R. G. R. GOLDBBROUGH

t= λ {꽤(r감) 4삶

[Dec. 11 ,

The boundary condition then becomes

자 { VIVσ2- 1) 魔} = -핀 { VIν(j'2_ 1 ) β } = O (37)

Equation (37) can readily be solved , and the values of j so found used
as first approximations to the solution for the lowest roots of (35).

This problem has been carried to a second approximation by
Proudman. *"

Having determined a value for j , the deternlina따 can then be evaluated
by use of the sequence

A2r = yr-2-L2I A2r+2-Jf2,42T+4·

The quantity ~2r eventually becomes equal to vir-:~ in value. Hence, for a
su:퍼ciently high value of II", we may reject .l2r + 2' ..lZr +4' ••• , &c., and
putting .l2r == 텅 -2, evaluate in succession A 21·- 2, .121'- 4 ' .•. , .l2'

The value of ~2 will not be zero. A second and lllodi且ed value of j
is then chosen, and the value of A.2 again calculated. By this process of
tI‘ial and error and final i따erpolation a val뼈 of f lllay be found that
satisfies (35).

ince β 4ω2α2 , ~ σ== ~~7~ and f == ;: , when ω ==.0, L n becomesgh ....~~~ J - 2ω ’

α2 n

gh σ _n+l
n(n+2) n+2 ’

and !In becomes zero.
Hence, by a very slight modification of the preceding process, the

frequencies for the case of no rotation may be calculated.
Following out this process the results given below were obtained.

ffhe sequences used in calculating the value of the determinant (35),
• 21'

as they ultimately become the geometric progression Lvi' , converge rapidly
for small values of vI' But as VI approaches unity the work becomes
exceedingly laborious.

'" 1’roc. Londo 'ib 1μαtho Soc. , Ser. ~， Vol. 12 (1913).
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TABLE 1.-Loψest freqμencies of tides of fi'rst species.

Boundary 111 =훌， Lat. 75°30’.

Value of Period in Period in case ofUepth. f: = 넘14ω’ - sidereal time. no rotatioI1-

{ 58 ,o8O feet
45'08 1 h. 47 m. 1 h. 48m.

β=5

J29 ,040 "
23·05 2h. 30m. 2 h. 33 m.

(β =10

(14,520 " 12'02 3 h. 27 m. 3 h. 37 m.
(β =20

{ 7,260 ,, 6·51 4 h. 42 m. 5 h. 6’ m.
β=40

TABLE II.-Lo-west frequencies of tides of first species.

Bmιndary V1 = 훌， Lat.600.

Value of Periodin Period in case ofDepth. J2= 심/4ω2 . sidereal time. no rotation.

11·74 3 h. 30m. 3 h. 40m.
β=5

f 29 ,040 "
6·28 4 h. 47 m. 5 h. 12m.

(β = 10

{ 14,520 3·59 6 h. 20 m. 7 h. 22 m.
β=20

f 7,260 " 2'25 8h. Om. 10 h. 40 m.
(β =40

The principal forced tide of the first species is the lunar-fortnightly.
For this the tide-producing potential is Ho(cos

2
e-물) or Ho(흉-V2) ， and

폐Ie frequency is f2 = ·00133. \Ve have, therefore, Bo = 줍Ho and
E 2
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Hence, putting Ho= κO2， we have to solve the equations

(88)

、
l
l
l
l
·
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
’
’
l
‘Ill

-----’

l
l
l
l
l
I
J

다
써

β
-
3

--Aβ
-
2

+C

，，=∞

~ O2’‘땀 =0
,, = 0

B2=-Ho•

(Lg- 좋) 02+04 = 0

M fL-' OfL - 4+L"-20π-잉+0빠 =0

In the first of these equations it is to be remembered that, according
to our previous arrangement, 0 0 = o.

Leaving for a moment the first pair of equations (38), the last set can
be solved. We have

and thereafter

O2 =- 0 4 + D2= 0 6 -+ D4= - Os -+- D6

= (-lt-1 02r -;- D2r- 2

(39)- ... ,

000

、‘There we have written D 2 1• in place of

001L2-훌βK

M 2 00001L 4

M4 0001L 6

M6

0

001L s00

L 2rM 21'- 20000o

The quantities D are related by the "succession

(40)

The method of calculation is the following. The qua.ntities Dare
calcu}빠ed in succession by means of (40) , the quantity K being left
undetermined. These are then substituted in the boundary equation
and a linear equation determining κ results. From the condition

D2r = L2rD2r-2- M2f'-2 D2r-4.
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다=HO/K, O2 is found. All the coe펴cients°then follow. Finally, A。

is determined from the second equation of (38), and the remaining A ’g
from (31).

The tide height is then

π;∞ 「((1'- 1) 0"，+0"，-찌 κ
~ == HoC흉-펴+Ao+ ‘ 2 t % l

The calculation is possible for any value of VI less than unity; but,
of course, it is very tedious owing to the slow convergence when III is near
unity.

The following series for the tide heights were calculated with four
펴gure logarithms. Only three significant figures have been retained in
the results, as , owing to the complexi현 of the processes, much doubt
attaches to the fourth significant figure ,

Lμnαr fortnightly tide. BG~!ηdαry VI =: 훌， Lαt. 75° 30’.

Depth 58 ,080 feet; β = 5.

[/Ho = {'0306-·962112-·305114-'0102116+'018v8
- , .. r cos (σ t+ €) ，

Depth 29 ,040 feet ,. β = 10,

~/Ho = {'0298-·926~-·587v4-'152v6+'029v8- .. ,} cos(a-t+€).

Depth 14 ,520 feet; β = 20.

~/Ho = {·0284-·858v2-1·08v4-'785v6-'056v8-
, •• ) C08(a-t+e).

Depth 7,260 feet ; β =: 40.

~/Ho = -('0260-'740v2-1'62년-l'89v6_·S93v8-. ， ， } cos(a-l+e).

LμnaT fortnightly tide. Bou，nda1‘ν VI = 틀， Lαt. 60°.

Deptλ 58 ,080 feet; β =5 ,

tJHo= {'117 -'856v2-'285v4-'0158v6+'0136v8+'0091vlo+ '0056v12 ",}

X COB (<Tt + e).
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Depth 29 ,040 feet ,. β = 10 ,

t/Ho = {'105-·737v2_·493v4_·096116+·01701l8+·02081110+'01331112" , 1-

x cos (，σ t+e) .

Depth 14 ,520 feet ,. β = 20.

t/Ho = {'0887~'557녕- '7 5 1 114_ · 358v6- ·0441엉+ '0382v10+·0353댐 , . , }

Xcos (σt+ e) .

Depth 7,260 feet ,. β =40.

t/Ho = {·0668-·333염-·916감- ·91 5116_ ·468엉- ·06801110+ ·0708v12 ... }

Xcos (σt+e) .

4. Tides of Second Species.

The equations to be solved are (29) , together with the boundary
condition μ = 0 at II = VI' From (24) the latter turns out to be

0= 증 ‘rβAn- 2-An十£§욕二2 π
n:l f-Fn

(41)

or 따
l
v

-
잉

P애-
쐐

β

’π
‘

Ft

-
…
ι「‘

-FJ
Z=、

‘
，
，lr---,%

까
-
戀

-
잉
，

없
느l샤

Uv

-
/
1
l‘
、

%
μ
-
댐

τ
f
J

f
l
l

껴
l
l
、

A∞Z
셉

(41 ’)

The only value of B occurring in the tide-producing potential is
B 1 = H l • Hence, writing, as before ,

( %(%+1-L! 추-(π+2)
L

n
= ~ 뀐- 1)β - f i fI 1 ,-_ I 0\ -f-- -__ - I (n+2)2-1 ’l; -(n+2) ; -n )

츠 -(n+4)
M ",.= β f

(n+4)2-1 '7 -(n+2)

a...= 12，βv?+2 v?
n = f-F (n+2) - f-판낌 ’
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1

the equations to be solved are

∞ - βHI녀
~a까At‘ -- τ--
1 →二 - 3

f
(f-1) βHI

IIlAl+A3 = - 8 i

(42)

lJi[, A, + L .. A':l+A" ==- (5- 춧) β뀔 γ
“ " " υ (3- 추) 24

and thereaft~r

/
MnAn+Ln+2Aπ+2+A n+4 == 0

The determinant for the free oscillations is

= o.0.90.70.5as
m
‘

L

M
ι

0001

001La

~Is 01L 5

]1,15

0

1

Approximations te the first roots of this equation are found by putting
all powers of VI above the third equal to zero. Then

L 700

a , = - .. VI ~n +좁걷혀
1- ·f-f~-'f-r.8

as=-했 3 ’

the other values of a vanishing.
The equation to be solved is

이
-
@
u

--
T꺼

쐐

2l

꿇
낀

τ
t
J

n평힘-1작f

/lll

‘
\

시
이
/-

1
-
f
-
-
나

서/

펙
-
넷

+
랬-8

4v
or
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This reduces to

용βif4- 용 텐8-f2 (용+풍+풍) +f (흉+응+옳)-웅== O. (44)

The solution of this equation eχhibits four roots: two large, one
positive and one negative; and two smaller, both positive. On making ω

zero , the two smaller roots vanish and the larger roots become equal with
opposite signs. This is exactly analogous to the results found by Hough. '*•

rfhe oscillations of long period apparently only exist when the rotation is
not zero. In the other case they reduce to tidal currents.

In the accompanying table, we have only shewn the :first of the smaller
roots. The second may be judged to belong to the next complete set
of roots. The approximate values only are given. But it is clear that,
were the frequencies required for a given basin, they could be exactly
evaluated by means of the formulre given in the same manner as was done
in the case of the tides of first species.

TABLE IlL-Lowest frequenc'ies (α'Pproxirnα te) of tides of second species.
Boμndαry VI == 윷， Lα t. 75° 30 ’.

Frequencies (lT/2~) .Depths.

58 ,080 feet
β==5

、
‘
‘
，
，
1
1
1
」
l
il
-
-’
-


임
염
m

a
ι
i1i29,0:10 feet

β== 10

‘
，
，
!
1
「
1
l
‘
，
/

I9

%%

째

1i

1i14,520 feet
β== 20

、
‘
‘
，
，
1
1
1
」
l
il
-
-’
-
않

%
젠w

1i

7,260 feet
β== 40

* Phil. Traηs. (A), γoJ. 191 (1898). p. 150.
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TABLE IV.-Loψ es t jreqμencies (approx'imate) of tides oj second species.

Boμndαry )11 =훌， Lαt. 60°.

Depths.

58,080 feet
β=5

29 ,040 feet
β= 10

14 ,520 feet
β=20

7,260 feet
β= 40

Freqnencies (tT/2w).

Insolving equations (42) for the values of the coefficients in the case of
the forced tides, it is worthy of note that, in the case f = i , which corre
sponds to the luni-solar diurnal tide K I1 if we disregard the boundary
condition, the remaining equations al’e satisfied by

As = A 5 = A 7 = ... = 0,

and A 1 = -H1•

Hence ~ = ~’+ ~ = )Iν (1-염)(-H1+HJ = 0.

This is Laplace’s famous result that the diurnal tide for the case ofan
ocean of constant depth covering the whole globe produces no rise and fall
of the surface.

In the case of the other diurnal tides, j , while not rigoro뻐ly equal
to 훌， is not far from that value. Hence, as shewn by Hough , the whole of
the diurnal tides are small. It becomes, therefore, of importance to Bee
the effect of a boundary in altering these conditions. As the numerical
work in any case is very complicated we shall confine our attention to the
case ofj= 윷.
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In (42) put HI = KAl as before. The second and third equations then
become

(£1-옳βK) A 1+Aa = 0 )

(.3'10+융βK) A 1+L3A3+A 5 == 0 J
(44)

These equations can be solved in precisely the same way as was done
in the case of the fortnightly tide. The following are the results :-

Lμni-solαr di1l1"nαl tide. Boundαry VI = 훌， Lat. 75° 30'.

Depth 58 ,080 feet ,. β =5.

(/H1 = ‘1(I - v2
) {'895v-'518v3-'132v5-'122v7

... } cos (σt+φ+e) .

Deptλ 29 ,040 feet ,. β = 10.

{IH1 = 、1(1 -감사 '805v- l ' 12v3- 2' 76v5- 2'725v7 -2'348v9 ... }

Xcos(σt+φ+e).

Depth 14 ,520 feet ,. β = 20.

{IHI = .y'( 1 -에 {'648v-2'53년- 6 '잃v5-6'43v7-5'05v9 ". }cos(σt+φ+e) ，

Depth 7,260 feet ,. β = 40.

tlHI = .y'(I - v2
) {'703v-4'87년- 1 5 ' 7냥-18'3v7-13'2v9 .,,} COS (，σt+φ+타.

Lμni-solar diμrnαl tide , Bmιndary VI = 훌， La.t. 60°.

Depth 58 ,080feet ,. β == 5 ,

{IH1 == ν(l - v2) -('634v-'640v3-1'30v5-1'25v7 -'928v9- '837검 .. , }

Xcos (，σt+φ+e).

Depth 29 ,040 feet ,. β == 10 ,

~/Hl = 、1(1 -감) {'408v-l'49 ,,3-2'84v
5-2'69v7 -2'30v9-2'022v11

-l'813v13
," } cos(<Tt+φ+타.

Depth 14 ,520feet ,. β = 20 ,

t/B I == 、1(I -v') {'211v-3'36v3
- 6'82v5-6'43v7 -4'90v9-3'86년1

- 3'28v13
, .. } cos (σt+φ+e).

Depth 7,260 feet ,. f3 == 40.

VHI = 、1(I -v2) {'267v-6'59년-17'6v5-19'1ν，7 -12'9v9-7'18v11

-4'32v13 ",;- C03 (σt+φ+e).
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5. Tides of Thinl Species.

ffhe results for the tides of the third species are derived from the
formuIre (12) , (15), (16) , and (17) by putting s = 2. In the tide-producing
potential the only term appearing is B o = H 2• The frequencies are
determined from (21) after putting κ = 0, S = 2. As previously, the
approximate values of the first set of roots are given by

Ln = 콰 ，
v vi

or 2윈3_쌍2→(β+12+ 않) +2 = 0 (45)

The roots of this equation exhibit the same characteristics as those of
the equation in the second species. There are two large roots, one positive
and one negative, and one small positive root. When the rotation
disappears the small root becomes zero and the others tend to numerical
equality. It is noticeable also that the large roots tend to numerical
equality with increasing depth. These two results are consequent upon

the reduction in value of β， which is 헐강
γ gh

TABLE V.-Lo이뼈1£ψv’e짧S싫t f꺼1'e앵que

Bmμt，}’nμdary VI = 훌， Lαt . 75° 30 ’.

Depths.

58 ,080 feet
β=5

29 ,040 feet
β= 10

14 ,520 feet
β= 20

7,260 feet
β = 40

l!' requencies (‘’ /2ω ) .

'0096 j

'0093 )

OO89 }

2'~~ )
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TABLE VI.-Lowe싫피"eqμenc ies (αpproximate)of tides of thi'rd species.

Boundαl"V VI = i , Lat. 60°.

Depths.

58 ,080 feet
β=5

29 ,040 feet
β = 10

14 ,520 feet
β == 20

7,260 feet
β=40

F샌qnencies (17/ '2. ω) .

2·80 t
-2·33 ;

·03 )

2·12 )
-1'G6

·029 J

1'69 \
-1·21 ~

'025 )

1·39 \
·91 ~

·020 )

I(is interesting to eχamine determinant (21) with a view to discovering
the:p08sibility of synchronism between the free and forced oscilla꾀ons of
this species. All the senli-diurnal tides have val맨s of f near to 1. For
the luni-solar semi-diurnal tide (I{2) f is rigorously unity. If in (21) we
put f = 1, it becomes an equation in β， the solution of which would give
the possible depths at which synchronism could take place. As a first
approximation, in (45) put f == 1. 'Ve have then β == about 480 for
컨 = 옳， and 6490 for VI = 윷.

Using these approximate values we may, by the process of trial and
error, find the exact solution of (21). We then arrive at β == 552 and
7760 respectively. These values correspond to depths 526 feet for VI = 꿇，

and 38 feet for VI = 훌. The smallness of these depths precludes the
possibility of synchronism in oceans of depths comparable with the
average depth of the ocean as it is on the earth.

Of course, the equation (21) is satisfied by other values of β. But
these will be higher than those already calculated, and 、;vill lead to smaller
depths still.

The semi-diurnal tides may be calculated from the analytical results
previously given by using the proper value of f. We append the
expansions for the tide K 2, worked out in the manner suggested.
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Lμn싫olar semi-dilltrnal tideo Boμndary III = 훌， Lato 75° 30 ’.

Depth 58 ,080 feet; β =50

r/H 2 = J- -I l+ 00522v2_ o592감- °421 116 - °258엉 ... } cos(σt+2 1>+e)0

Deptλ 29 ,040 feet; β = 10.

r/H 2 = 댐 {1+0104v2-1°06검- °856까- °477엉 .". } cos (O"t+2φ+e) o

Depth 14 ,520 ‘f eet ; β = 20o

r/H 2 = 112{1+0209녕-2°365검-1°829아- °665118 "." } cos (，σt+2φ+e) o

Depth 7,260 feet ,. β = 40o

~/H2= 검 { 1+°419112-4°75년-3"76116_°172118 """ } cos (σt+2φ+티.

Lμni-solαr set따-diU1"11αl tideo Bonndary 111 = 윷， Lato 60°o

Depth 58 ,080 feet ,. β = 50

~/H2= 앙 {1+0213v2_0492114_·371v6_0244v8_0175v10_·137v12-"1111114"". )

xcos(σ t+ 2φ+e) o

Depth 29 ,040 feet; β = 10o

~/H2= v2{1+0428염_0982v4_0795아- °460118- "290v10- "207괜_0162vUooo)

Xcos(σt+2φ+e) ‘

Depth 14 ,520 feet; β = 20o

~/H2= 염 {I +"869112_2°02v4_1"80116_0810118_0314v10_01541112_0100v욕 .. }

Xcos (σt+2φ+e) ‘

Depth 7,260 feet ,. β =400

~/H2=,l'{ 1+1°83댐-3°86 115_ 4 ° 53 116_ 1 ° 26118_ 1 " 87 1110_ 1 ° 21 1112_ 06581114 0 0. :-

x cos (，σt+ 2φ+틴.

60 Oonclusio η .

An examination of the expressions for the tide heights in a polar basin
shows that they do not differ in form from those for an ocean wholly
covering the globe; the differences of the tides are merely in magnitudeo
However, the following remarks seem worthy of attention:-

(i) As the table below shows, the fortnightly tide is very much reduced
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in magnitude. Indeed, it is minute when compared with the value given.
by the equilibrium theory. The table exhibits a compn꾀son between the
heights of the tides at the pole and at the boundary as given by this theory,
as given· by the theory for an ocean covering the globe completely, and
as given by the equilibrium theory. The entries in columns three and
six are taken, for depths giving β = 10 and β = 40 , from Darwin’s
paper,* and for depth β = 5 from Lamb. t Unfortunately, Lamb uses
f = 0, though this apparently makes only a small difference in the result.
Hough t has given the most complete expressions, but his results include
the self-attraction of the water particles; and, as this has been omitted
throughout the present paper, a comparison with them would be
misleading.

Boμnda1'y 건 = 훌， Lat. 75° 30 ’

Tide height at Pole. Tide height at Bouπdary.

Present
comThpleeotreygol0f%. Eqtuhileiobrryiu.m Present 빽돼뺑빼ω빼」 e Eqtuhieliobrryiu.m

theory. theory.

13=5 'O::J06Ho '434Ho '6667Ho -'0307Ho -'401Ho '6042Ho

13=10 '0298Ho '314Ho '6667Ho -'0305H，。 - 255Ho '6042Ho

β = 20 '0284R。 '6667R。 -'0293Ho - '6042R。

fj = 40 '0260Ho '1041L。 '6667Ho -'0270Ho -'1023R。 '6042Ho

Boundαl'y VI = 융， Lαt. 600
•

Tide height at Pole. Tide height at Bout띠arν.

Present
comThp1eeoCreygolofbe. Eqtuhie1oibrryi.um Present

comThpleeotreygolofbe. EqCuhieliobrryi.um
theory. theory.

13=5 '117R。 '434H;, '6667H。 -'115Ho -'302Ho '4167Ho

13=10 '105Ho '3HR。 '6667lL。 -'1l2H o -'144Ho '4167R。

β = 20 ·0887H.。 '6667Ho -'103Ho '4167Ho

fj = 40 '0668Ho '104Ho '6667Ho -'0899Ho -'1l7H o '4167Ho

N.B.-The quantity 돼 used here = -H' in Lamb, and -E in Darwin.

*' Proc. Roν. Soc. , Vol. XLI (1886) , p. 337; Collected Works , Vol. I , p. 370.
t Hydrodynaηtics ， p. 321.

후 Loc. cit. , p. 240.
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It is to be noticed that all three theories give the tide in the same
phase at the pole, but , at the boundary the two dynamical theories give the
opposite phase from that of the equilibrium theory.

The tide heights required by the present theory are so small compared
with the other two that it seems worth while to verify the work by
reference to the problem of a plane circular rotating sheet of water, which
should present results not much different from those given by the smaller
of the two ba와ns just discussed.

Using the notation of Lamb,* the equations for the case of symmetry
about the axis (8 = 0) are

말호， LJ ig’ 겨r _ na,-2 T구 견r _Il ~ - V
K'l = 혈 .

gk ’

and the boundary condition

iJt’
'~~_ = 0 at '1' = -1'1.or

In the first equation we have put

짜-효- (\
J - 4ω2- '1

as a close approximation...

The tide-producing potential will be now

t= 며 (쓸-펴 쫓)

VI being the boundary taken in the spherical problem.

The solution is

_t__ 편 - 2v~ l
o

(Kr ).
Ho K커 .~ KrIll (Kr괴

So that the tide height at the pole is

( 4Y1 2vr | π- .~ - .
(상감 KrIII(Kr1») ...0£. 0 ’

at the boundary it is f포rf - g쉰 김J~l) l IT
( K2펴 KrI I바심» ) .L.L~

,. P. 304.
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Remembering that

vβ=2
진

”t

n‘


@-2
ω
-
-
힌

At

---r-
ω
-
-
센

At

---gx

we can , with the aid of tables * of the functions 1.(z), evaluate the
above expressions. The results are , for VI = 훌，

Pole. Boundary.

-'031Ho,

-'030페.

β= 5,
β = 20 ,

'032H，。

'029H。

These figures completely verify the results given in thepreviou8 tables
and es빠blish the extreme smallness of the fortnightly tide in such a basin
as that considered. It is also worthy of notice how very far from the truth
the equilibrium tide is.

이i) The diurnal and semi-diurnal tides both vanish at the pole in
agreement with the equilibrium theory. At the boundary each shows
positive values if the basin is of small extent. But the diurnal tide , for
larger basins, rapidly becomes largely negative. The values at the
boundary are given in the following table :-

Diurnal tides. Semi-diurnal tides.

"1 = 웅 "1 = 융 "1 = 훌 "1 = 윷

/3 = 5 '212HI '16781 '0625H2 '254H2

/3 = 10 '178HI - '084HI '0626H2 '257H'J

/3 = 20 '114HI - '502HI '0627H, '265Hll

8 = 40 'OH2HI -l'24HI '0629H2 ·285H..

"1 = 1- "1= 훌

'433H1

'25H2

---‘am

--m
m띠

1까

、
，l

•,,‘

mmD

“rill--

,,‘‘...
，
，
、

e”%IFLW
”ψ

”%nvAE

繼
鍵

It is noteworthy that the semi-diurnal tide has, in each of the cases

'*' Brit , Assoc. Rep<η·ts‘ 1889.
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worked out, a value very near that given by the equilibrium theory. In
the case of the plαn e circular basin there is exact equality.*

When the ocean completely covers the globe the luni-solar diurnal
tide vanishes entirely, and the other diurnal tides, except at an
approach to synchronism with one of the free modes. are small. In
the last table the numbers for the diurnal tides are large in most cases. I
have therefore made a comparison of the diurnals and semi-diurnals at the
various depths to ascertain their relative importance , From Darwin ’s
tables + H 1/H2 == 4'5 about. It is at once seen that in all cases the diurnal
tide is the greater, having from 1훌 to about 20 times the range of the
semi-diurnal in the examples given. This remarkable effect of a boundary
in increasing a tide from zero to such importance can readily be verified
by reference again to the plane circular rotating s"ea.

Near the pole the tide producing potential may be written HI VI' r/"'l
for the diurnal tides, and H2년 (r/r1)2 for the semi-diurnals; where rI is
the radius of the basin.

Using Lamb’s results,1 the tide elevation at the edge (r = r 1) will be~

for the diurnal tide,
811 (z) TT

• LIlν1 ,

where z== 윷ν5낌

The semi-diurnal dynamical height is the same a냥 the equilibriulll
height, viz. , H2년.

On evaluating these quantities for the usual values of β and VI == -1,
we have

Diurnal height == 17'7 for β == 5,
Semi-diurnal height

== 17'8 for β == 10,

== 16'7 for β == 20.

== 15'6 for β == 40.

'fhese results verify completely those given by the general theory.

• Lamb, p. 309 (27), and p. 311 (12).
t Darwin, Collected Scient微 Papers , Vol. I , pp. 20 ,21.

t Hydrodyπamics， p. 309.
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In his discussions of the tidal observations * of the “ Discovery " and
“ Nimrod" Antarctic Expeditions, Sir G. Darwin has drawn attention to
the fact that the diurnal tides are relatively of much more importance
than the semi-diurnals in high latitudes. And while it is not suggested
that there is any resemblance between the Antarctic Ocean and the basins
conE헤dered in this paper, yet it is clear that the exaggeration of the
diurnal tides can be accounted for in a dynamical theory. rrhe
Arctic Ocean would be nearer in form to the oceans we have been
considering, but the observations of the tides seem less complete. Harris
gives two sets of reductions,+ but in them the senli-diurnal greatly
preponderates. He givBs reasons! for thinking, however, that the Arctic
tides are derived from the Atlantic Ocean, and not generated in the limits
of the Arctic Ocean itself.

At Collected Scient핸cPα'Fe?페 Vol. I , p. 372; Vol. IV, p. 473.
t .Manual of Tides , Vol. Iva, p. 66 :1 .

::: Ibid. , Vol. Ivb, p. 386.




